
Prewriting for a fictional narrative involves a lot of creativity! Have fun 

brainstorming for ideas and planning the conflict, setting, characters, and 

events. There are many ways to come up with clever ideas. Try this one!

1)  Think of ideas for topics: random people, events, or objects.     

Ex.      teacher         birthday party       painting of an island
2) Now think about each idea, one at a time. And ask yourself a “What if” 

question related to it. You can’t be wrong. Just brainstorm as many related 

“What if” ideas as you can. When you find an idea that you like, circle it and 

expand upon it until you have an idea you are happy with.

What if….?
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3) Sometimes, you can think of ideas just by looking around the room and thinking
“What if…?” You can then keep generating ideas or expanding on existing ideas.

Have fun and be creative! 
Anything goes when you write fiction!
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Ex. Topic: Painting of an Island

What if… people were stranded there?

What if… the island suddenly disappeared from the painting?

What if… anyone who touches the painting disappears? 

What if… they get transported to the island?

What if… they can’t get off?                  

What if… ?????????????
Keep going!



What if...______________   ______________

What if...______________   ______________

What if...______________   ______________

What if...______________   ______________

What if...______________   ______________

What if...______________   ______________

What if..._____________________________

What if..._____________________________

What if..._____________________________

What if..._____________________________

“Writing fiction feels like an adventurous act, nudging 
aside reality a word at a time.”

― James Van Pelt, author
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h What if ? i

Choose 1 idea and take it further.

Topics:

Are you happy with these ideas? Fill out a plot map and 
go with it!     

Fictional Narrative: 
Generating Ideas    


